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>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
>> 1. SAISHO & TSUDZUKI KARA HAJIMARU 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

on the game screen: 
> saisho kara hajimaru (new game) 
> tsudzuki kara hajimaru (continue) 
> option (see 4.) 

notes before starting: 
a/ battles can be annoying and escapes can be lucky 
   that means you can fail several times before escaping 
b/ the game doesn't allow to return to previous places, so 
   get all items when they are available in shops or dungeons 
   otherwise these will be definitely lost 
c/ while you walk in dungeons and towns, some talks 
   can occur (it's highly recommended to accept it) 

LAV (Latent Ability Voltage) 
   if you don't want to receive too much damage in battle 
   you must keep a high LAV for each character 
   talks allow to raise LAV but that can lower it too 
   each time a character dies in battle, their LAV lowers  
   and reviving them doesn't prevent this decreasing 

** because the LAV of my characters was too low, I couldn't  
   beat the last boss (I didn't pay attention to LAV enough) 

============================================================ 
= Chapter 1 ~Sore wa Totsuzen ni~ [This is so sudden]      = 
============================================================ 

after several characters have talked, an earthquake occurs 
then a scene and monsters appear (no battle) 



while you explore the school, there are no random battles 
however there are scheduled battles (3rd and 4th rooms) 
there are talks in each room 

~icons used for all maps~ 
* = treasure, ｧ = save point 

save point's choices: 
> save suru (save) 
> save shinai (don't save) 
                                                     +------+ 
+--+---+            +------*----+    +-*--------+  +-+*  BT | 
   /   |            |           |    |BT         ->      |  | 
+--+   +            +-+  +--+   |    |  +-------+  +-----+--+ 
   |///|  +--+        |    *|   |    | *        | 
  ++   +--+  +-+  +---+     +   +-+  +-------+  |    (Rhu reaches) 
  |*        ｧ   ->                 ->      BT   | 
  +------------+  +---------------+  +----------+ 

SCHEDULED BATTLE(S) 
3rd room -> 1 Doggy (Yuka beats it) 
            1 Doggy (Akiho beats it) 
            4 Doggies (Syo beats them) 
4th room -> 5 Doggies (your party fights until Rhu appears) 

EVENT TALK(S) in the place 
2nd room -> Hikaru 

event talk's choices: 
> hanashi wo suru (talk) 
> hanashi wo shinai (don't talk) 

TREASURE(S) in the place 
1st room -> [g] Gakushoku no pan 
2nd room -> [g] Gakushoku no pan 
         H: [g] Kizugusuri 
         Y: [w] Freddy no tsume 
         A: [w] Kyuudou no yumi (x2) 
            [g] Kyuudou no ya   (x10) 
3rd room -> [w] Densetsu no juu 
            [g] Gakushoku no pan (after the 3rd battle) 
4th room -> [g] Gakushoku no pan 

MONSTER(S) in the place 
 ､ Doggy    (HP 350) 

after the 4th battle, the party arrives in the world of Eithea 

q: hoka ni kikitai koto wa aru? (is there anything you want to ask?) 
> Eithea ni tsuite (about Eithea) 
> Erenoki ni tsuite (about the tree of Ere) 
> mou ii (that's enough) 

at the end of the talk, you can save 

============================================================ 
= Chapter 2 ~Gekkou no Tou~ [Moonlight Tower]              = 
============================================================ 

Rhu gives the party 4 guard rings (equivalent of armor) 



at the first battle, Rhu explains you the different modes for battles 

a/ > zentai command ni tsuite (about general commands) 
b/ > kojin command ni tsuite (about personal commands) 
   > setsumei no hitsuyou wa nai (no more explanation) 

a) > "tatakau" ni tsuite (about "fight")  > "auto" tsuite 
   > "form" ni tsuite                     > modoru (return) 
   > "nigeru" ni tsuite (about "escape") 

b) > "attack" ni tsuite       > "yarinaoshi" ni tsuite (about "retry") 
   > "guard" ni tsuite        > modoru (return) 
   > "item" ni tsuite 

after the explanation: 
> mou ichido kiku (ask again) 
> mou kikanai (don't ask again) 

after choosing "modoru": 
q: hoka ni nani ga kikitai no? (anything else?) 

after choosing "setsumei no hitsuyou wa nai": 
q: chotto Syo, honto ni daijoubu nano? (so Syo, is it really ok?) 
> hai (yes) 
> iie (no)

after winning, you see: 
----------------------- 
SENTOU SHOURI!! [BATTLE VICTORY!!] 
Keikenchi [Experience price] 
Can (money) 
Tip 
Kakutoku-shimashita. [Obtained.] 

         +  + 
     +---+  +--+ 
     |*        | 
     +------+  | 
            | Y| 
           /   | 
          |__  \ 
             \ R\ 
             |  | 
             / */ 
            /  / 
           +  + 
+---\__/---+  +---+ 
               *   X 
+--\*_/-----------+ 

EVENT TALK(S) on the road 
Y -> Yuka, R -> Rhu 

TREASURE(S) on the road 
1st -> 200 CAN 
       [g] Kizugusuri 
2nd -> [g] Kizugusuri (x2) 

MONSTER(S) on the road 
 ､ Doggy    (HP 350) 



 ､ Edgeware (HP 400) 

-------------------------------------------------- 
      In the village 
-------------------------------------------------- 
after having a tour in the town, go shopping 
and buy some Light miracles (useful for later) 

in Rhu's house: 
> yasumasete morau (accept to rest) 
> save suru (save) 
> yasumanai (don't rest) 

in Landau's house: 
> Gekkou no tou (Moonlight Tower)   > Iopyros 
> Erebotaru                         > Germ 
> tachisaru (leave) 

in Eurike's house: 
> Gekkou no tou ni tsuite (about the Moonlight Tower) > tachisaru (leave) 
> Shinkan ni tsuite (about the priest) 
> Erebotaru ni tsuite (about Erebotaru) 

at the shop: 
> kaimono wo suru (do shopping)     > tachisaru (leave) 
> motteirumono wo uru (sell stuff) 
> shitsumon suru (ask a question) 

after choosing "shitsumon suru": 
> tsuuka ni tsuite (about money)    > modoru (return) 
> juu ni tsuite (about guns) 
> status ijou ni tsuite (about status changes) 

~in the shop menu~ 
 __________________________________________________ 
[ Info: Shop                 (O) Kettei (X) Cancel  
 __________________________________________________ 
[_______________________Goukei___#__Shojikin___###_] 
[ Kounyuu ][ Shoyuu ][  Shouhin  ][ Nedan ][ Soubi ] 

1st line -> total, owned money 
2nd line -> (selected to) buy, owned, goods, price, equip 

~icons used for all items~ 
[w] = weapon, [p] protection, [a] accessories, [g] = goods 

triangles used for wpn/arm/acc: 
   [blue] = STR 
  [green] = DEF 
    [red] = AGI 
status change in battle: 
 [orange] = paralysis 
   [blue] = sleep 
 [purple] = poison 

    Shop                                        PRICE EQUIP 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
[w] Sniperz                                        50 S 
[w] Gunnerz                                        40 R 
[w] Gekkouzoku no Yumi (Moonlighter bow)           80 Hi,A 



[w] Long bow                                      200 Hi,A 
[w] Bear claw                                     100 Y 
[p] Shield ring                                   100 S,Y,Hi,A,R 
[p] Protect ring                                  200 S,Y,Hi,A,R 
[a] Kaze no bandana (Wind bandana)                 60 S,Y,Hi,A,R 
[a] Makkana scarf (Red scarf)                      80 S,Y,Hi,A,R 
[a] Yuuki no bandage (Bandage of courage)         240 S,Y,Hi,A,R 
[g] Sonic arrow                                    10 - 
[g] Kizugusuri (Ointment)                           4 - 
[g] Kaifukugusuri (Recovery potion)                12 - 
[g] Fukkatsu no houshu (Revival jewel)             20 - 
[g] Dokukeshisou (Antidote grass)                   6 - 
[g] Mezame no kona (Awakening powder)               8 - 
[g] Usagi no shippo (Rabbit's tail)                10 - 
[g] Bannouyaku (Panacea)                           50 - 
[g] Hikari seki (Light miracle)                    10 - 

head to the west towards the Moonlight Tower 
ADVICE: make some level up before reaching the last floor 
RECOMMENDED LV: 8-10 

-------------------------------------------------- 
      Gekkou no Tou [Moonlight Tower] 
-------------------------------------------------- 
note: the map is in isometric 3D and must be turn at 45ｰ to the left 
Light miracles serve to have more light in the tower (but limited effect)  
~icons~ (# = door) 

1F                      2F                      3F 
     +  +---+      +-----------+           +--+ 
     |      |      |     #      ->         |R*| 
   +-----+##|   +-----+  +-----+      +----+##++--+----+ 
   |    *|  |   |    *|  # *|       ->   Y |  ||  #    | 
   |  +--+  |   |  +--+  +--+         +-+  +  ||  +-+  +--+ 
   |     # *|   |     #  |              |     ||  | |   R  -> 
   +--+  +--+   +--+  +--+              +--+  ++  | +-----+ 
      |  |         |  |                    |    H | 
                                           +------+ 

4F                      5F                      6F 
                               +  + 
       +----------+            |  |--+ 
       |           ->          |  | *|     +--------+ 
     +--+##+-+----+         +--+##+  +-+   |        | 
     |*      |              | *|       |   |   BT   | 
  +-------+  +--+        +--+##+---+   |   |        | 
->        |  # *|      ->    Y |   |   |   +--+  +--+ 
  +----+  +##+--+        +--+  +   +   |      |  | 
       |     |              |    A #   |      +  + 
       +-----+              +----------+ 

EVENT TALK(S) in the place 
3F -> Yuka, Hikaru, Rhu (x2) 
5F -> Yuka, Akiho 

TREASURE(S) in the place 
1F -> [g] Kizugusuri (left corner) 
      100 CAN (right corner) 
2F -> [g] Kizugusuri (left corner) 
      [g] Erenoki no shizuku (right corner) 



3F -> [g] Kizugusuri (left corner) 
4F -> [g] Inochi no hiyaku (right corner) 
      [g] Kizugusuri (left corner) 
5F -> 300 CAN (left corner) 
      [g] Chikara no hiyaku 
6F -> Artia FUREI 

MONSTER(S) in the place 
 ､ Nezubat        (HP 380) 
 ､ Erebotaru      (HP 480) 
 ､ Poison Crawler (HP 500) - cause poison status 
 ､ Grey Hound     (HP 600) 
 ､ Texas Bronco   (HP 660) - cause sleep status 
BOSS at 6F
 ､ Bosubotaru     (HP ????) 
 ､ Erebotaru      (HP 480) 
 ､ Erebotaru      (HP 480) 
 ､ Erebotaru      (HP 480) 

after you beat the boss, you reach automatically the exit 
try to enter in Landau's house, then Eurike's house 
after go to Landau's house and return to Rhu's house 

============================================================ 
= Chapter 3 ~Shinpi no Artia~ [Mysterious Artia]           = 
============================================================ 

after a little talk in Rhu's house 
head to the Serene Heights (west of the Moonlight Tower) 
talk with Rhu, then with Hikaru near the water mill 

go and speak with Shai (house in the middle of the village) 
then talk with Yuka near Eurike's house 
and return to speak with Shai and Akiho near a circle place 

if you go near the Serene Heights again 
you will see a scene with Akiho, Yuka and Hikaru 
after Eurike's house, a scene with Hitoshi and Manabu 
return to Rhu's house, save, then Landau's house 

when you think you're ready for the Iopyros Tower, go out the village 
Albijan awaits outside and will ask you: 
q: dekita (done), mada da (not yet) 
RECOMMENDED LV: 12-15 

-------------------------------------------------- 
      Iopyros no Tou [Iopyros Tower] 
-------------------------------------------------- 
~icon used~ (! = switch, [] = block of rock) 

<map here>

EVENT TALK(S) in the place 
2F -> Hikaru, Akiho 
3F -> Yuka, Hikaru, Rhu 
4F -> Yuka, Hikaru, Rhu 

TREASURE(S) in the place 
1F -> [g] Kaifukugusuri (left corner) 
      [g] Kaifukugusuri (right corner) 



2F -> [g] Chikara no hiyaku (top corner) 
      [g] Kaifukugusuri (bottom corner) 
3F -> [g] Kaifukugusuri (left corner) 
      [g] Erenoki no ha (right corner) 
4F -> [g] Erenoki no ha (left corner) 
      [g] Kaifukugusuri (utmost left corner) 
      [w] Custom Grantz (right corner) 
5F -> [g] Mamori no hiyaku (left corner) 
      [g] Erenoki no hiyaku (right corner) 
      500 CAN (utmost right corner) 
6F -> Book + Artia SUNO 

MONSTER(S) in the place 
 ､ Sketauros      (HP 520) - cause poison status 
 ､ Bow Fighter    (HP 780) 
 ､ Death Mask     (HP 840) - cause instant death 
 ､ Clayman        (HP 960) - cause paralysis status 
 ､ Etesurou       (HP 1200) 
BOSS at 6F
 ､ Io Guard       (HP ????) 
 ､ Clayman        (HP 960) <- randomly summoned 

after you beat the boss, you'll return at the front of Moonlight village 
go sleep (and save) and speak with Manabu (firstly) and Yuka (secondly) 
then after sleeping, head to Eurike's house for a coming scene 
at the exit of the village, Albijan asks: 
q: shuppatsu dekiru (ready to go), mada da (not yet) 

============================================================ 
= Chapter 4 ~Chuuritsu Toshi Carlyle~ [Neutral City Carlyle] 
============================================================ 

after arriving in Carlyle and speaking with Albijan in his house 
go speak with everybody in the city 
return to speak with Albijan and then speak with Yuka 
after you see an event with Hikaru on the way to Albijan's house 
Albijan leads the party to the former city of Carlyle and asks: 
q: wakatta (ok), iya da (no) 

a new option in the menu will be available here: 
[Madan Sakusei] (Madan = Magic bullets, or MB) 
you can return before exploring the former city 

Albijan's house 
> Fino-baasan to hanasu (Talk to Fino)    > Yasumu (Rest) 
> Chika ni iku (Go to the basements)      > Madan kenkyuu (MB research) 
> Machi ni iku (Go to the town)           > Save suru (Save) 

after choosing "Fino-baasan to hanasu" 
> Carlyle no naritachi (C.'s structure)   > shitsumon wo yameru (stop q.) 
> ima no Carlyle ni tsuite (about current Carlyle) 
> Chika Haikyo ga dekita riyuu (Underground Ruins) 

questions at shops 
> kaimono wo suru (do shopping) 
> motteirumono wo uru (sell stuff) 
> tachisaru (leave) 

    GOODS (1F at the right)                     PRICE EQUIP 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 



[g] Kizugusuri (Ointment)                           4 - 
[g] Kaifukugusuri (Recovery potion)                12 - 
[g] Choujugusuri (Large potion)                   120 - 
[g] Erenoki no shizuku (Ere's tree drop)          300 - 
[g] Fukkatsu no houshu (Revival jewel)             20 - 
[g] Dokukeshisou (Antidote grass)                   6 - 
[g] Mezame no kona (Awakening powder)               8 - 
[g] Usagi no shippo (Rabbit's tail)                10 - 
[g] Mezame no tsuyu (Awakening dew)                50 - 
[g] Bannouyaku (Panacea)                           50 - 

    ARMORS (1F at the left)                     PRICE EQUIP 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
[p] Anti-Para Ring                                320 S,Y,Hi,A,R 
[p] Wide Ring                                     350 S,Y,Hi,A,R 
[p] Koori no yubiwa (Ice Ring)                    920 S,Y,Hi,A,R 
[p] Honoo no yubiwa (Flame Ring)                  660 S,Y,Hi,A,R 

    WEAPONS (same floor of Albijan's house)     PRICE EQUIP 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
[w] Bild I                                        360 S,R 
[w] Elder bow                                     300 Hi,A 
[w] Power knuckle                                 200 Y 
[w] Sleeping sword                                600 Y 
[g] Sonic dan (Sonic bullet)                       20 - 
[g] Sonic arrow                                    10 - 

    ACCESORIES (lower floor)                    PRICE EQUIP 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
[a] Kouen no manto (Noble mantle)                 200 S,Y,Hi,A,R 
[a] Mamori no piasu (Safety pierce)               320 S,Y,Hi,A,R 
[a] Ibara no udewa (Thorny bracelet)              480 S,Y,Hi,A,R 
[a] Miwaku no garter (Fascination's garter)       800 Y,Hi,A,R 

~at the TIP shop (lower floor, left part)~ 
 _________________________________________ 
[ Shoji TIP (owned TIP)             # ko  ] 
[ Shojikin (owned money)            # CAN ] 
 _________________________________________ 
[ koukan suru TIP (converting TIP)  # CAN ] 
 _________________________________________ 
[ koukan suru CAN (converting CAN)  # ko  ] 

> TIP wo CAN ni koukan (convert TIP in CAN) 
> CAN wo TIP ni koukan (convert CAN in TIP) 
> tachisaru (leave) 

after selecting 
> hai (yes) 
> yarinaoshi (retry) 
> koukan shinaide yameru (stop converting) 

-------------------------------------------------- 
      Chika Haikyo [Underground Ruins] 
-------------------------------------------------- 

<map here>

EVENT TALK(S) in the place 



TREASURE(S) in the place 
B1 -> [g] Choujugusuri (2 on the ground) 
      [g] Choujugusuri (3 in rock) 
      [g] Kemu-Kemu gusa (in rock) 
      [g] Choujugusuri (left container) 
B1 -> [g] Erenoki no ha (scale from left) 
      [g] Erenoki no ha (scale from left and lower) 
      [g] Erenoki no ha (scale from lower) 

        __[X] 
   ____/  ___> 
\_____   <______/  
   _  \_______    / 
[X] \_________]  |  __ 
 \    __ *  _____| |､ | 
  \  |  |  |___    |  | 
  |  *  |____ｧ_|   |  | 
[C]  |_____________|  | 
|________________*____| 

EVENT TALK(S) in the place 

TREASURE(S) in the place 
B2 -> [g] Onsoku no sunadokei (in rock) 
      [g] Kemu-Kemu gusa (in rock) 
      [g] Choujugusuri (2 in rock, 1 on ground) 
      [p] Koori no yubiwa (left lower container) 

B2's Save Point (push the lever to reach) 
> Camp de yasumu (Camping) 
> Save suru (Save) 
> Yasumanai (Don't rest) 

<map here>

EVENT TALK(S) in the place 

TREASURE(S) in the place 
B3 -> [g] Erenoki no ha (left corner) 
      [g] Fukkatsu no houshu (left upper container) 
      [g] Choujugusuri (in rock) 
      [g] Kemu-Kemu gusa (in rock) 
      [g] Chikara no Mizu (right corner) 
      [p] Kaifuku no yubiwa (in a rock at right corner) 

MONSTER(S) in the place 
 ､ Oddly          (HP 880) - cause poison status 
 ､ Whipmen        (HP 1000) - cause paralyze status 
 ､ Tenta Soldier  (HP 1140) 
 ､ Fire Bone      (HP 1200) 
 ､ Hai-Zai        (HP 1480) 

when you took all items, try to open the container below the water pipe 
after this, you will be in Albijan's house 
speak with Fino about Containers (a new topic will appear at the right) 

after choosing "Fino-baasan to hanasu" 
> Carlyle no naritachi                  --> container ni tsuite 
> ima no Carlyle ni tsuite                > shitsumon wo yameru 
> Chika Haikyo ga dekita riyuu 



return in the city and go to the club 
then reach the center of the town (Hikaru's event) 
after this event, go and speak with Hikaru in a street corner 
and come back to Albijan's house 

with the pendant you just won, return to the underground ruins at B3 
where you found a locked container 

BOSS in the locked container 
 ､ Demi Dragon    (HP ????) 

after you beat the boss, you get Artia AID 
and return automatically to Albijan's house 

before leaving for Juloria, discuss with your party 
> nakama to hanasu (talk with a comrade) 
> Albijan ni kotae wo iu (give an answer to Albijan) 

after choosing "nakama to hanasu": 
> Akiho to hanasu       > Rhu to hanasu 
> Yuka to hanasu        > modoru (return) 
> Hikaru to hanasu 

after choosing "Albijan ni kotae wo iu": 
> issho ni iku (let's go together) 
> koko de wakareru (let's split) 

============================================================ 
= Chapter 5 ~Akasareta kako~ [Revealed past]               = 
============================================================ 

when you arrive in front of a cave, after a chat you enter 
however if you go out the cave, albijan will talk to you 

Albijan's questions: 
> kaimono wo suru (do shopping)           > Yasumu (Rest) 
> motteirumono wo uru (sell stuff)        > Madan kenkyuu (MB research) 
> save suru (save)                        > Shuppatsu suru (depart) 

    Albijan's shop                              PRICE EQUIP 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
[g] Voltex                                       1300 S,R 
[g] Crossbow                                      950 A,Hi 
[g] Scissor Hand                                  800 Y 
[g] Kaminari no yubiwa (Thunder ring)            1200 ALL 
[g] Magical Cape                                 1200 R,Y,A,Hi 
[g] Sonic dan (Sonic bullet)                       20 - 
[g] Sonic arrow                                    10 - 
[g] H sonic arrow                                  40 - 
[g] Kizugusuri (Ointment)                           4 - 
[g] Kaifukugusuri (Recovery potion)                12 - 
[g] Choujugusuri (Large potion)                   120 - 
[g] Tokkouyaku (Special medicine)                 500 - 
[g] Fukkatsu no houshu (Revival jewel)             20 - 
[g] Dokukeshisou (Antidote grass)                   6 - 
[g] Mezame no kona (Awakening powder)               8 - 
[g] Usagi no shippo (Rabbit's tail)                10 - 
[g] Mezame no tsuyu (Awakening dew)                50 - 
[g] Bannouyaku (Panacea)                           50 - 



[g] Udedameshi no kane (Ability bell)              50 - 

-------------------------------------------------- 
      Underway to the Fire Dragon Castle 
-------------------------------------------------- 

part1                   part2 

  _\ \________              ________ 
 /            \          -> __   __*)    ____________________ 
|      _____  /               |=|       / ________________  *\ 
 \_*__/     \=\               |=|______/ /_____________   |  / 
             \=\             (_________________*_______)  | | 
             / /                                          | | 
     _______/ /                                           | | 
    /  ______/ 
   |  (_________       part1 -> [g] Tokkouyaku (entrance) 
    \________   | 
           __|  |      part2 -> [g] Tokkouyaku (entrance) 
          |､___ |               [g] Erenoki no shizuku (middle) 
               H                [g] Erenoki no ha (right corner) 
    ----_______H_ 
    \            \ 
     ----  _______\ 
        / / 

part3                   part4 

| |_____________                               ________ 
|_____________  \                     ____    [*__   __<- 
      ________)  )         ______   [､__  \_______| | 
     / _*_____  /         |*   _ \_   __\            \ 
    /=/       \_､          |  / \__III_______________/ 
   /=/_                    | |  
  |__ _]                   | | 
     H         ____ 
    _H________/  ｧ \ 
   |            ____\   part3 -> [g] Tokkouyaku (near of the lever) 
   |________--\=\                [g] Mamori no hiyaku (lower corner) 
               \=\ 
               / /      part4 -> [g] Tokkouyaku (entrance) 
   ___________/ /                [g] Erenoki no shizuku (left corner) 
  |             \ 
  |_   ________  \ 
    |=|        \_* 
    |=| 

part3's Save Point (to reach it, you must push a lever) 
> Camp de yasumu (Camping) 
> Save suru (Save) 
> Yasumanai (Don't rest) 

part5                   part6 
                            ______ 
\ \____   _____            /      \ 
 | ____III__  *|          |       | 
 | \__      \_ |          |       | 
  \__､]       H           /  _____/ 
          ____H             / 
  _____--- ____| 



 |  ____---   ____ 
 | (______---- _  | 
  \________---- |=|     part5 -> [g] Tokkouyaku (right upper corner) 
                |=|              [g] Tokkouyaku (left middle corner) 
     ___________| | 
    |  ___________| 
    | |___
    |____ ----___ 
         ----____ -> 

EVENT TALK(S) in the place 

MONSTER(S) in the place 
 ､ Nyoro Horn    (HP 1280) 
 ､ Killer Bite   (HP 1420) 
 ､ Death Junk    (HP 1580) 
 ､ Killer Gold   (HP 1600) 
 ､ Funkagame     (HP 1800) 
 ､ Killer Slash  (HP 1980) 
BOSS at part6 
 ､ Goujin        (HP ????) 

after you beat the boss, you get Artia CUBE 
you'll meet the royal court of Juloria, and receive 
[a] Ouke no Pendant (from the prince to Hikaru) 

> save suru 
> save shinai 
then change disc 1 to disc 2 

============================================================ 
= Chapter 6 ~Hiryuu no kiba~ [Flying dragon's fang]        = 
============================================================ 

after a chat, then a tour in the town, scene with imuru and hikaru 
after the bar, reunion 

at the bar
> counter no seinen to hanasu           > yado wo kariru (rent a room) 
> table seki no heishi to hanasu          > tachisaru (leave) 
> sumi no table no roujin to hanasu 

> (Talk with youngster at the counter) 
> (Talk with soldiers at table seat) 
> (Talk with aged people at the corner) 

shop 
> kaimono wo suru (do shopping)           > tachisaru (leave) 
> motteirumono wo uru (sell stuff) 
> yadoya ni tsuite kiku (ask about an inn) 

    GOODS (left corner)                         PRICE EQUIP 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
[g] Kizugusuri (Ointment)                           4 - 
[g] Kaifukugusuri (Recovery potion)                12 - 
[g] Choujugusuri (Large potion)                   120 - 
[g] Tokkouyaku (Special medicine)                 500 - 
[g] Fukkatsu no houshu (Revival jewel)             20 - 
[g] Dokukeshisou (Antidote grass)                   6 - 
[g] Mezame no kona (Awakening powder)               8 - 



[g] Usagi no shippo (Rabbit's tail)                10 - 
[g] Mezame no tsuyu (Awakening dew)                50 - 
[g] Bannouyaku (Panacea)                           50 - 
[g] Udedameshi no kane (Ability bell)              50 - 
[g] Kemu-Kemu gusa (Kem Kem grass)                200 - 

    WEAPONS (upper floor)                       PRICE EQUIP 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
[w] Trois Shoot                                  2600 S,R 
[w] Shell bride                                  2000 S,R 
[w] Hunter bow                                   1500 Hi,A 
[w] Kaiser knuckle                               1800 Y 
[w] Galian's sword                               2200 Y 
[g] Sonic dan (Sonic bullet)                       20 - 
[g] H Sonic dan (H Sonic bullet)                   60 - 
[g] Sonic arrow                                    10 - 
[g] H Sonic arrow                                  40 - 

    ARM & ACC (right corner)                    PRICE EQUIP 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
[p] Kaze no yubiwa (Wind Ring)                   1600 S,Y,Hi,A,R 
[a] Kegawa no kooto (Fur Coat)                   1200 S,Y,Hi,A,R 
[a] Chikara no udewa (Force Bracelet)            1800 S,Y,Hi,A,R 

Azel's house 
> Azel no ie de yasumu (Rest at Azel's house)   > save suru (save) 
> Chika ni iru (Enter the basement) 
> Machi e iku (Go to the city) 

-------------------------------------------------- 
      Maze to the Black Rooms 
-------------------------------------------------- 
   [1][2] 
[5][3][4] 

EVENT TALK(S) in the place 

TREASURE(S) in the place 
part1 -> [g] Erenoki no mi (middle corner) 
         [g] Erenoki no ha (left corner from part3) 
part2 -> [g] Tokkouyaku (dead end from part1) 
part3 -> Save Point 
part4 -> [a] Glass no Tiara (right upper corner) 
         [g] Mamori no hiyaku (right lower corner) 
part5 -> Artia IMAGE 

? kaminari no yubiwa 
? toushi no yubiwa 

part3's Save Point 
> Camp de yasumu (Camping) 
> Save suru (Save) 
> Yasumanai (Don't rest) 

MONSTER(S) in the place 
 ､ Tokagessou     (HP 1300) 
 ､ Tsunogessou    (HP 1760) 
 ､ Shokujinbana   (HP 1830) -> Miracle Goggle 
 ､ Borumoroi      (HP 2000) -> Nanairo no Broch 
 ､ Daifunkagame   (HP 2400) -> Duo Shoot 



BOSS at part5 
 ､ Breath Dragon  (HP ????) 
 ､ Breath Dragon  (HP ????) 

============================================================ 
= Chapter 7 ~Juloria no honoo~ [Flames of Juloria]         = 
============================================================ 

Imuru reaches the party, new stuff are available in shops 
Azel's house can be used again, Albijan is back too 

    GOODS (left corner)                         PRICE EQUIP 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
[g] Kizugusuri (Ointment)                           4 - 
[g] Kaifukugusuri (Recovery potion)                12 - 
[g] Choujugusuri (Large potion)                   120 - 
[g] Tokkouyaku (Special medicine)                 500 - 
[g] Fukkatsu no houshu (Revival jewel)             20 - 
[g] Dokukeshisou (Antidote grass)                   6 - 
[g] Mezame no kona (Awakening powder)               8 - 
[g] Usagi no shippo (Rabbit's tail)                10 - 
[g] Mezame no tsuyu (Awakening dew)                50 - 
[g] Bannouyaku (Panacea)                           50 - 
[g] Erenoki no shizuku (Ere's tree drop)          300 - 
[g] Udedameshi no kane (Ability bell)              50 - 
[g] Musura no kessho (Musura's crystal)           300 - 
[g] Kemu-Kemu gusa (Kem Kem grass)                200 - 

    WEAPONS (upper floor)                       PRICE EQUIP 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
[w] Bild II                                      3800 S,R 
[w] Kagayaki no yumi (Shining bow)               3000 S,R 
[w] Double snipe                                 4200 Hi,A 
[w] Swallow tail                                 3800 Y 
[g] Sonic dan (Sonic bullet)                       20 - 
[g] H Sonic dan (H Sonic bullet)                   60 - 
[g] Sonic arrow                                    10 - 
[g] H Sonic arrow                                  40 - 

    ARM & ACC (right corner)                    PRICE EQUIP 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
[p] Tsuchi no yubiwa (Earth Ring)                1600 S,Y,Hi,A,R 
[a] Nanairo no broch (Seven-Colored Broch)       1800 S,Y,Hi,A,R 

Azel's house 
> Yasumu (Rest)                     > Save suru (Save) 
> Madan Kenkyuu (MB research) 
> Machi e iku (Go to the city) 

-------------------------------------------------- 
      Fire Dragon Castle 
-------------------------------------------------- 

EVENT TALK(S) in the place 

TREASURE(S) in the place 
1F hall -> [w] Corkscrew (left corner) 
           [a] Kiniro no kanmuri (right corner) 
1F west -> [p] Gensou no yubiwa (through the west corridor) 
1F east -> [w] Kiryuu hasaitou (2nd east corridor) 



3F west -> [w] Gensou no yumi (corridor in the 1st room / 3) 

MONSTER(S) in the place 
 ､ Breath Dragon (HP 2800) 
 ､ Uni Dragon    (HP 3600) -> Power Crystal 
 ､ Wing Dragon   (HP 4000) 

receive Artia BUST 

============================================================ 
= Chapter 8 ~Seichi no Yamu-Yamu~ [Holy Land of Yamu-Yamu] = 
============================================================ 

with the help of Vamoor, you reach the forest of Yamu-Yamu 
Harmy and Po-po lead you to their village 

house of Harmy (upper floor) 
> Harmy to hanasu (Talk to Harmy)   > Hikaru to hanasu (Talk to Hikaru) 
> Akiho to hanasu (Talk to Akiho)   > Tachisaru (Leave) 
> Yuka to hanasu (Talk to Yuka)     > Save suru (Save) 

house of Po-po (lower floor at the left) 
> Po-po to hanasu (Talk to Po-po)   > Tachisaru (Leave) 
> Imuru to hanasu (Talk to Imuru) 
> Namuria to hanasu (Talk to Namuria) 

reach the house at the top to see Rhu 
and then return to the house where you were 

house at the top 
> Artia ni tsuite (About Artia)               > Madan kenkyuu (MB research) 
> Mori no hokora ni tsuite (About the Shrine) > Urikari suru (Buy and Sell) 
> Harmy ni tsuite (About Harmy)               > Tachisaru> (Leave) 

    GOODS (left corner)                         PRICE EQUIP 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
[g] Kizugusuri (Ointment)                           4 - 
[g] Kaifukugusuri (Recovery potion)                12 - 
[g] Choujugusuri (Large potion)                   120 - 
[g] Tokkouyaku (Special medicine)                 500 - 
[g] Erenoki no shizuku (Ere's tree drop)          300 - 
[g] Fukkatsu no houshu (Revival jewel)             20 - 
[g] Dokukeshisou (Antidote grass)                   6 - 
[g] Mezame no kona (Awakening powder)               8 - 
[g] Usagi no shippo (Rabbit's tail)                10 - 
[g] Mezame no tsuyu (Awakening dew)                50 - 
[g] Bannouyaku (Panacea)                           50 - 
[g] Udedameshi no kane (Ability bell)              50 - 
[g] Musura no kessho (Musura's crystal)           300 - 
[g] Kemu-Kemu gusa (Kem Kem grass)                200 - 

house of Harmy 
> Harmy to hanasu (Talk to Harmy)   > Hikaru to hanasu (Talk to Hikaru) 
> Akiho to hanasu (Talk to Akiho)   > Yasunde iku (Go to sleep) 
> Yuka to hanasu (Talk to Yuka)     > Tsugi e (to the next) 

> Save suru (Save) 
> Tachisaru (Leave) 
> Modoru (Return) 



-------------------------------------------------- 
      Shrine of Yamu-Yamu Village 
-------------------------------------------------- 
in Harmy's house, choose the "Go to sleep" option 
you walk through a forest with Syo, Harmy and Akiho 

EVENT TALK(S) in the place 

TREASURE(S) in the place 
[g] Erenoki no hiyaku 
[g] Tokkouyaku 
[g] Inochi no hiyaku 
[g] Erenoki no shizuku 
[p] Kiniro no kanmuri 
[p] Gensou no yubiwa 
when you got Artia DEAD -> boss 

//---[g] erenoki no mi + [g] hayasa no hiyaku 
//---[g] chikara no hiyaku + [g] mamori no hiyaku 

MONSTER(S) in the place 
 ､ Sonic Bat     (HP 1650) 
 ､ Borumoroi     (HP 2000) //-- never seen 
 ､ Yamubotaru    (HP 2200) 
 ､ Gorisurou     (HP 2820) 
 ､ Inobuu        (HP 3480) 
 ､ Big Bear      (HP 3800) 
BOSS 
 ､ Big Bear      (HP 3800) 
 ､ Big Bear      (HP 3800) 

============================================================ 
= Chapter 9 ~Ayamachi no daishou~ [Reparation of an error] = 
============================================================ 

Albijan in front of the Dome 
> Kaimono wo suru (Do shopping)     > Save suru (Save) 
> Motteirumono wo uru (Sell stuff)  > Yasumu (Rest) 
> Madan kenkyuu (MB research)       > Shuppatsu suru (Depart) 

    SHOP (Albijan's option)                     PRICE EQUIP 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
[w] Power Strike                                 8800 S 
[w] Moon Rabbit                                 10000 R 
[w] Mamori no yumi (Safety bow)                  3800 Hi,A,Ha 
[w] EXP no yumi (EXP bow)                        5000 Hi,A,Ha 
[w] Goddess Nail                                 4000 Y 
[g] Sonic dan (Sonic bullet)                       20 - 
[g] H Sonic dan (H Sonic bullet)                   60 - 
[g] Strong dan (Strong bullet)                    150 - 
[g] Sonic arrow                                    10 - 
[g] H Sonic arrow                                  40 - 
[g] Strong arrow                                  100 - 
[p] Princess Ring                                4800 Y,Hi,A,R,Ha 
[a] Shippu no boushi (Gale's hat)                3800 S,Y,Hi,A,R,Ha 
[g] Kaifukugusuri (Recovery potion)                12 - 
[g] Choujugusuri (Large potion)                   120 - 
[g] Tokkouyaku (Special medicine)                 500 - 
[g] Erenoki no shizuku (Ere's tree drop)          300 - 
[g] Fukkatsu no houshu (Revival jewel)             20 - 



[g] Dokukeshisou (Antidote grass)                   6 - 
[g] Mezame no kona (Awakening powder)               8 - 
[g] Usagi no shippo (Rabbit's tail)                10 - 
[g] Mezame no tsuyu (Awakening dew)                50 - 
[g] Bannouyaku (Panacea)                           50 - 
[g] Udedameshi no kane (Ability bell)              50 - 
[g] Musura no kessho (Musura's crystal)           300 - 
[g] Kemu-Kemu gusa (Kem Kem grass)                200 - 

-------------------------------------------------- 
      Shinboku dome [Sacred tree Dome] 
-------------------------------------------------- 

EVENT TALK(S) in the place 

TREASURE(S) in the place 
1F -> [a] Miracle goggle (right corner) 
      [g] Erenoki no mi (left corner) 
2F -> [g] Chikara no mizu (right elevator) 
3F -> [w] Quatro Shoot 
      [g] Onsoku no sunadokei 
      [w] G Magnum (left corner) 
5F -> [w] Swallow Tail (left corner) 
?F -> [g] Erenoki no hiyaku (stairs) 
9F -> [p] Breath Ring (middle corridor) 
10F -> [g] Chikara no mizu (left corner) 
       [g] Mamori no mizu (right corner) 
11F -> Artia AIR 

MONSTER(S) in the place 
 ､ Alphadian           (HP 2660) 
 ､ Betadian            (HP 2800) 
 ､ Big Foot            (HP 3020) 
 ､ Ryousangata Goujin  (HP 3420) -> Magical Bow 
 ､ Master Cross        (HP 3600) -> CAN Steam 
BOSS at 11F 
 ､ Goujin MK2    (HP ????) 
 ､ Goujin MK2    (HP ????) 

after the arrival of Prada, you will escape 
no real battles, but save 

============================================================ 
= Chapter 10 ~Sannin no majo~ [Three witches]              = 
============================================================ 

from the forest of Yamu-Yamu, you reach the Iopyros tower 
and then the village of the Moonlighters 

house of Rhu (2nd) 
> Yasumasete morau (Accept to rest) > Save suru (Save) 
> Madan kenkyuu (MB research) 
> Yasumanai (Don't rest) 

    Shop (2nd)                                  PRICE EQUIP 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
[w] Bild III                                    10000 S,R 
[w] EXP steel                                   12000 S,R 
[w] Crusaderz                                    5600 Hi,A,Ha 



[w] Twin dragon                                  6400 Hi,A,Ha 
[w] Dragon fang                                  8800 Y 
[w] King's blade                                12000 Y 
[p] Saint Ring                                   7000 - 
[a] Guard crystal                                5800 - 
[g] Kaifukugusuri (Recovery potion)                12 - 
[g] Choujugusuri (Large potion)                   120 - 
[g] Tokkouyaku (Special medicine)                 500 - 
[g] Erenoki no shizuku (Ere's tree drop)          300 - 
[g] Fukkatsu no houshu (Revival jewel)             20 - 
[g] Dokukeshisou (Antidote grass)                   6 - 
[g] Mezame no kona (Awakening powder)               8 - 
[g] Usagi no shippo (Rabbit's tail)                10 - 
[g] Mezame no tsuyu (Awakening dew)                50 - 
[g] Bannouyaku (Panacea)                           50 - 
[g] Udedameshi no kane (Ability bell)              50 - 
[g] Musura no kessho (Musura's crystal)           300 - 

after going in Shai's house, Materia's house (got [w] MPH for Rhu) 
and Rhu's house, you must to go to Eurike's house to the basement 

-------------------------------------------------- 
      Oracle place 
-------------------------------------------------- 
BOSS at the basement shrine 
 ､ Itsuwari no chouzou  (HP ????) 
 ､ Itsuwari no chouzou  (HP ????) 

received Artia BOLT 
you can't return to the village from this moment 

+---+       +-B-+ +---+ 
| 8 |       |   | | 4 | 
+- -+       +- -+ +- -+ 
+---+_+---+_+- -+ +- -+ 
| 7  _  6  _  9 | | 3 | 
+---+ +- -+ +---+ +- -+ 
      +- -+_+---+_+- -+ 
      | 5  _  1  _  2 | 
      +---+ +- -+ +---+ 

central room 
1 -> Save Point (rest + save + nothing) 

right room
2 -> [g] Inochi no hiyaku (south) 
     [g] Erenoki no hiyaku (right) 
3 -> [p] Armor Ring (left) 
     [g] Hayasa no hiyaku (right) 
4 -> [a] Mach Crystal (left) 
     [g] Mamori no hiyaku (right) 

left room 
5 -> [p] Princess Ring (left) 
     [p] Solomon Ring (south) 
7 -> [g] Chikara no hiyaku (left) 
     [w] Rock Hand (south) 
8 -> [g] Erenoki hiyaku (left) 
     [a] Mach Crystal (right) 
9 -> [w] Hidora no yumi (south) 



     [a] Jounetsu ecchuu (right) 
B -> [g] Inochi no hiyaku (left) 
     [g] Mamori no hiyaku (right) 

MONSTER(S) in the place 
 ､ Gammadian      (HP 3760) 
 ､ Gammadian 2    (HP 4230) 
BOSS at the last room you reach 
 ､ Majo Myu       (HP ????) <- avoid Magic Bullets (cause little damage) 

after a little talk, go Shai's house and receive 
[a] Yakusoku no Pendant (only for Rhu) 

go to the Serene Heights to chat with Rhu, then go to Materia's house 
after returning to Rhu's house, the party reach Carlyle Town 
receive Artia SUFI (note that the TIP/CAN shop is still here) 

at Albijan's house 
> Yasumu (Rest)                     > Machi ni kaeru (Return in town) 
> Madan kenkyuu (MB research)       > Urikai suru (Buy & sell) 
> Iseki e iku (Go to the ruins)     > Save suru (Save) 

    Shop (Albijan's house)                      PRICE EQUIP 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
[w] Heavy arms                                  15000 S,R 
[w] Critibuth                                   25000 S,R 
[w] Final nova                                  30000 S,R 
[w] Crescent bow                                12000 Hi,A,Ha 
[w] EXP claw                                    12000 Y 
[p] Arty Ring                                    8000 ALL 
[g] Sonic dan (Sonic bullet)                       20 - 
[g] H Sonic dan (H Sonic bullet)                   60 - 
[g] Strong dan (Strong bullet)                    150 - 
[g] Sonic arrow                                    10 - 
[g] H Sonic arrow                                  40 - 
[g] Strong arrow                                  100 - 
[g] Kaifukugusuri (Recovery potion)                12 - 
[g] Choujugusuri (Large potion)                   120 - 
[g] Tokkouyaku (Special medicine)                 500 - 
[g] Erenoki no shizuku (Ere's tree drop)          300 - 
[g] Fukkatsu no houshu (Revival jewel)             20 - 
[g] Dokukeshisou (Antidote grass)                   6 - 
[g] Mezame no kona (Awakening powder)               8 - 
[g] Usagi no shippo (Rabbit's tail)                10 - 
[g] Mezame no tsuyu (Awakening dew)                50 - 
[g] Bannouyaku (Panacea)                           50 - 
[g] Udedameshi no kane (Ability bell)              50 - 
[g] Musura no kessho (Musura's crystal)           300 - 
[g] Kemu-Kemu gusa (Kem Kem grass)                200 - 

-------------------------------------------------- 
      Carlyle Underground Ruins 
-------------------------------------------------- 
B1F -> [g] Inochi no hiyaku (left, top) 
       [g] Mamori no hiyaku (middle, top) 
       1000 CAN (left ladder) 
       [g] Inochi no hiyaku (left ladder) 
       [g] Hayasa no hiyaku (left, middle) 
       [g] Erenoki no hiyaku (middle ladder) 
       2000 CAN (right, bottom) 



B2F -> 2500 CAN (left, top) 
       500 CAN (container)  
       [g] Inochi no hiyaku (middle) 
       Save Point 
       [g] Chikara no hiyaku (left, bottom) 
       [p] Ring of Ere (right bottom) 
B3F -> [w] Excalibur (left container) 
       2000 CAN (right of the left container) 
       [w] Pien no tamashii (middle container) 
       device to cut the flow (right, middle) 
       [g] Hayasa no hiyaku (left, bottom) 
       [a] Power crystal (middle, bottom) 
       [g] Erenoki no hiyaku (x2 right, bottom) 
B4F -> 200 CAN (left, top) 
       4000 CAN (middle, top) 
       [p] Ring of Ere (right, top) 
       2000 CAN (middle container) 
       [w] Ere no seisou (container) 
B5F -> [g] Erenoki no hiyaku (x2 left, top) 
       [g] Chikara no hiyaku (right, bottom) 
       300 CAN (middle, middle) 
       [w] Ere no seikyuu (bottom, middle) 
B6F -> [a] Eretia (left, top) 
       [w] Pray of Ere (left, top) 
       Save Point (right, bottom) 

B3F's container (after a first chat, same shop as in Albijan's house) 
> Neru (Sleep)                > Madan kenkyuu (MB research) 
> Urikai suru (Buy & sell)    > Shuppatsu suru (Depart) 
> Hanasu (Talk) 

MONSTER(S) in the place 
 ､ Crash Drill        (HP 4210) 
 ､ Great Texan        (HP 4850) 
 ､ Shield Egg         (HP 5230) 
 ､ Crash Bit          (HP 5580) -> Santoumaken no yumi 
 ､ Kushizashi Machine (HP 6000) -> Gold Tip 
BOSS at B6F 
 ､ Majo Prada     (HP ????) 

LAST BOSS (after beating Lady, Final Lady appears) 
 ､ Lady           (HP ????) <- weak against Strong bullet/arrow or ea-raid 
 ､ Final Lady     (HP ????) <- weak against Suno/air 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
>> 2. ITEM
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

ITEM                                 Info 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
[g] Sonic dan (Sonic bullet)                    TIP-enhanced bullet 
[g] H Sonic dan (H Sonic bullet)                TIP-enhanced bullet 
[g] Strong dan (Strong bullet)                  TIP-enhanced bullet 
[g] Sonic arrow                                 TIP-enhanced arrow 
[g] H Sonic arrow                               TIP-enhanced arrow 
[g] Strong arrow                                TIP-enhanced arrow 
[g] Gakushoku no pan (Cafeteria's bread)        Restore        HP for 1 
[g] Kizugusuri (Ointment)                       Restore small  HP for 1 
[g] Kaifukugusuri (Recovery potion)             Restore medium HP for 1 
[g] Choujugusuri (Large potion)                 Restore large  HP for 1 



[g] Tokkouyaku (Special medicine)               Restore full   HP for 1 
[g] Erenoki no shizuku (Ere's tree drop)        Restore small  HP for all 
[g] Erenoki no ha (Ere's tree leaf)             Restore medium HP for all 
[g] Erenoki no mi (Ere's tree fruit)            Restore large  HP for all 
[g] Erenoki no hiyaku (Ere's tree medicine)     Restore full   HP for all 
[g] Inochi no hiyaku (Life medicine)            HP 50 up 
[g] Chikara no hiyaku (Force medicine)          STR 10 up 
[g] Mamori no hiyaku (Protection medicine)      DEF 10 up 
[g] Hayasa no hiyaku (Speed medicine)           AGI 10 up 
[g] Fukkatsu no houshu (Revival jewel)          Revive 1 ally 
[g] Dokukeshisou (Antidote grass)               Cure Poison   for 1 
[g] Mezame no kona (Awakening Powder)           Cure Sleep    for 1 
[g] Usagi no shippo (Rabbit's tail)             Cure Paralyze for 1 
[g] Mezame no tsuyu (Awakening dew)         Cure Sleep    for all 
[g] Bannouyaku (Panacea)                        Cure Bad status 
[g] Hikari seki (Light miracle)                 see in the dark 
[g] Udedameshi no kane (Ability bell)           Monster encounter UP 
[g] Musura no kessho (Musura's crystal)         Monster encounter DOWN 
[g] Kemu-Kemu gusa (Kem-Kem grass)              Flee battle at 100% rate 
[g] Chikara no mizu (Force water)               In battle, rise STR 
[g] Mamori no mizu (Protection water)           In battle, rise DEF 
[g] Onsoku no sunadokei (Rapidity's Hourglass)  In battle, rise AGI 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
>> 3. MAGIC BULLET Creation 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

o TIP/Gold TIP    [] sentaku (choice) <- switch between TIP and Gold TIP 

Gold Tip    = Image (Summon) 
Tip         = ALL except Image 

Combination       Result            Price User 
------------------------------------------------------- 
Image + Image     Tenrou             2400 Hi,A,Ha 
Image + Furei     Volcano            3800 R 
Image + Suno      Aquon              5600 Hi,A,Ha 
Image + Bolt      Shiden            26000  
Image + Bust      Jinn               6600 Y 
Image + Air       Windam            10000 R 
Image + Cube      Rock Golem         6000 Y 
Image + Aid       Moebius            4200 Hi,A,Ha 
Image + Dead      Death Goddess      7800 Y 
Image + Sufi      Deca Musura       50000 Y 
------------------------------------------------------- 
Furei + Furei     furei               400 R 
Furei + Suno      -                     1 - 
Furei + Bolt      -                     1 - 
Furei + Bust      ga-furei           3800 R 
Furei + Air       fureizer           9600 R 
Furei + Aid       'tack Wedge         500 R 
Furei + Dead      ru'tack Wedge      2400 R 
Furei + Sufi      de-furei-do       16000  
------------------------------------------------------- 
Suno + Suno       Snow Arrow          200 Hi,A,Ha 
Suno + Bolt       snowzer Canon     10000  
Suno + Bust       ga-sno' no ya         ? Hi,A,Ha 
Suno + Aid        Para-care no ya     800 Hi,A,Ha 
Suno + Dead       Para-ing no ya      500 Hi,A,Ha 
Suno + Sufi       su-raid Shoot     28000  



------------------------------------------------------- 
Bolt + Bolt       Bolt Arrow         4300 Hi,A,Ha 
Bolt + Bust       ga-Bolt no ya     10500  
Bolt + Air        -                     1 - 
Bolt + Cube       -                     1 - 
Bolt + Aid        guard Wedge        3000 Hi,A,Ha 
Bolt + Dead       ru-guard Wedge     3600 Hi,A,Ha 
Bolt + Sufi       bo-raid Shoot     30000  
------------------------------------------------------- 
Bust + Bust       ga-bust            4000 Y 
Bust + Air        ga-air             8800 R 
Bust + Cube       ga-cube            2800 Y 
Bust + Aid        Mornin' Arrow       500 Hi,A,Ha 
Bust + Dead       Nightmare          3200 R 
Bust + Sufi       bus-rei shoot     24000  
------------------------------------------------------- 
Air  + Air        Air                5200 R 
Air  + Aid        Poi-care            500 R 
Air  + Dead       Poi-ng             4200 R 
Air  + Sufi       ea-raid           30000 R 
------------------------------------------------------- 
Cube + Cube       Cuzer              1800 Y 
Cube + Aid        hayer Wedge         600 Y 
Cube + Dead       ru-hayer Wedge     2400 Y 
Cube + Sufi       cu-bird           22000 Y 
------------------------------------------------------- 
Aid  + Aid        Aid Arrow           800 Hi,A,Ha 
Aid  + Dead       lean Aid           1600 Y 
Aid  + Sufi       Mina Aid          16000 R 
------------------------------------------------------- 
Dead + Dead       Dead En' Arrow     4600 Hi,A,Ha 
Dead + Sufi       Gravity           16000 R 
------------------------------------------------------- 
Sufi + Sufi       Megavity          15000 R 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
>> 4. FORM & OPTION 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

FORM 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
O: Kettei [decide]      X: Cancel 
in this menu, you can parameter your battle formation 

DELTA
 * Barrier Level                    : B 
 * Hitsuyou Ninzuu [needed people]  : 3 
 * Keikai Han-i [warning range]     : Large 
DOUBLE 
 * Barrier Level                    : D 
 * Hitsuyou Ninzuu [needed people]  : 4 
 * Keikai Han-i [warning range]     : Small 
ARCH 
 * Barrier Level                    : B 
 * Hitsuyou Ninzuu [needed people]  : 3 
 * Keikai Han-i [warning range]     : Medium 
TRIPLE 
 * Barrier Level                    : E 
 * Hitsuyou Ninzuu [needed people]  : 3 
 * Keikai Han-i [warning range]     : Medium 



ROUND
 * Barrier Level                    : D 
 * Hitsuyou Ninzuu [needed people]  : 4 
 * Keikai Han-i [warning range]     : Large 
LINE 
 * Barrier Level                    : A 
 * Hitsuyou Ninzuu [needed people]  : 2 
 * Keikai Han-i [warning range]     : Small 
BOX 
 * Barrier Level                    : E 
 * Hitsuyou Ninzuu [needed people]  : 4 
 * Keikai Han-i [warning range]     : Large 
CENTER 
 * Barrier Level                    : C 
 * Hitsuyou Ninzuu [needed people]  : 6 
 * Keikai Han-i [warning range]     : Large 
HIDE 
 * Barrier Level                    : D 
 * Hitsuyou Ninzuu [needed people]  : 6 
 * Keikai Han-i [warning range]     : Medium 
MAX 
 * Barrier Level                    : - 
 * Hitsuyou Ninzuu [needed people]  : 6 
 * Keikai Han-i [warning range]     : Small 

OPTION 
------------------------------------------------------------ 
Sound                               Stereo         Monoral 
Shindou kinou (Vibration Function)  ON             OFF 
Window noudo (Brightness)           Min [][][][][] Max 
BGM                                 Min [][][][][] Max 
SE                                  Min [][][][][] Max 
Onsei (voices)                      Off [][][][][] Max 

Omoide album? 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 
>> 5. CREDITS 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

Syo Niimi           CV: Yuji Ueda 
Yuka Matsuoka       CV: Yuka Imai 
Rhu                 CV: Kotono Mitsuishi 
Hikaru Ito          CV: Shiho Kikuchi 
Akiho Yoshinaga     CV: Sakiko Tamagawa 
Harmy               CV: Ikue Otani 
Imuru               CV: Soichiro Hoshi 
Albijan             CV: Fumihiko Tachiki 
Namuria Ruz Gi 
Po-Po
Fanna
Karen
Manabu Takagi 
Myu 
Materia 
Opath
Shai 

(C) ATLUS/TAMTAM 
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